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EDITOR’S NOTEBOOK

T

he past three months have been busy with increased advisory work for farm businesses and some good
evening talks to farming groups. Farmers are becoming increasingly interested in getting advice before
making major changes and investments. A few ££s of independent opinion coming from outside the business
and away from their immediate locality can save many ££thousands later on.
This, our 80th issue, includes pictures from a farmer's mobile phone camera on pg 24. What staggering leap from
our first issues which needed each image to be screened into dots before being printed in black and white. Farmers
who are doing projects in the workshop are invited to do the same - it makes great editorial for us, and is easy to do.
Thanks again to all who contributed their projects, either by post or allowing me to visit their farm and be inquisitive.
The time taken is appreciated by the many thousands who read the magazine in the UK, together with a
new group of readers in Australia and New Zealand. Welcome!

Where is Müller finding the £279.5m it
is paying to Wiseman? We’ve heard a great
deal about synergy, ‘strong commercial
and strategic sense’ (from Robert Wiseman
himself), and other positive comments
like ‘complementary positions’, ‘exciting
phases’, ‘similar roots’ but few of the people
involved spell out exactly the financial
consequences of the deal.
Müller appears to be paying a handsome
price for the Wiseman company - the
business noted for its cow painted trucks.
The offer of 360p per share is a handsome
premium over the current 250p that
Wiseman has been trading. Wiseman profits
fell 42% to £11.8m in the six months to Oct
1, after the company raised the price it paid
farmers. Müller has global sales of £2.56bn
which compares with Wisemans £917m, and
staff of 16,000 compared with 5,000.
I have discovered that the cash is coming
from a 250 million euro (£207m) letter of
credit from Deutsche Bank, though can’t
find out the rate. If it’s a reasonable 5%,
just the interest on the loan adds £10.3m
to the cost of operating Wiseman, which
might well add to the financial pressure on
the company. Take overs can provide long
term benefits, but will often add to short
and medium term costs as restructuring,
integration, funding and finance are
absorbed.
Wiseman has few opportunites to cut
costs. The 5,000 employees are mainly in
low wage jobs, driving and operating plant.
Wiseman is unable to increase its prices,
as the business of milk processing and
distribution is highly competitive and returns
determined by supermarkets.
It looks like the dairy farmer might be
paying the cost. Müller cut the price it
paid to the 150 dairy farmers supplying its
factories in Shropshire by 0.5ppl from 1
February, to much farm sector criticism. The
burning question for Wiseman suppliers is to
what extent they will be asked to help fund
the acquisition.
Milk market facts:
Total production: 13,660m litres of which
6,859m (51%) is liquid; 3,557ml (26%)
cheese; 1,366ml (10%) condensed and
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powders; 250 - 300ml (2%) each fro
cream, butter, yoghurt; exports 3% and
other uses 3%.
Market shares: Dairy Crest (Cathedral
City cheese, Country Life butter, milk for
Waitrose and M&S) 2,185ml; Arla (Liquid
for Asda, Tesco, Anchor and Lurpak)
1,900ml; Wiseman (Liquid for Co-op, Tesco,
Sainsbury) 1,770ml; First Milk, farmer owned
(processors, own label cheese) 1,730ml;
Milk Link farmer owned (own label cheese,
processors, milk drinks) 1,440ml; Meadow
Foods 580ml; Caledonian Cheese (Serious
Strong) 335ml; Müller 240ml (yoghurt).
It looks increasingly like the only
mal-function in the Costa Concordia disaster
was Captain Schettino himself. Put in charge
of a hugely expensive piece of kit, with a
few thousand lives involved, he decides to
do things his way. That means going off
course so he can show off to friends and
colleagues on shore.
Thank goodness these events are rare in
shipping, and remain so in air, rail and road
transport as well. Yet the question in my
mind is - are they more common in farming?
The scale is hugely different, and the
consequences less. But how about attitude?
Do farm workers, tractor drivers and others
get so enthused by their new machinery they
take risks in showing off to others? If they
do, there’s a calamity waiting to happen.
When accidents involve only damage
to farm machinery, and not lives, many
farmers post the pictures on websites and
in magazines. Readers and viewers are
asked to add a witty caption, the winner
getting a prize.
In my book there’s no humour in any
accident. There’s a whole world of difference
between bumper cars and tractors, and
there needs to be no confusing the two. The
accident or near miss on the tractor should
never be laughed off.
Accidents are more than insurance
claims. Lives are always put at risk,
if only those of the idiot drivers. Work
is disrupted, delayed and costs go
up. Insurance claims result in higher
premiums, not just for the policy holder on
renwal, but the whole class of risk.
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We can all learn a lesson from Captain
Schettino. He was probably quite used
to taking his own course and driving the
huge cruise ship in an exuberant way, and
doubtless this was known in the company.
He was, in the parlance, a ‘disaster waiting
to happen’, and the company directors
who did nothing to re-train him or remove
him were in effect waiting for it to happen.
Tractors, combines and farm handlers - just
like cruise ships - need captains who are
timid and risk averse.
Is it under warranty? On any farm
there things that are covered, either by the
manufacturer or by an extended warranty
insurance, and others where the warranty
has expired.
Each machine which has a warranty
needs to have a sticker inside the cab or on
it somewhere giving the expiry date, the hours
or mileage limit, plus phone number or address
to initiate a claim.
Repairs are always expensive. And
faults often develop over time. Few drivers
want to make a fuss, and so get used to
a faint judder in the gearbox, overheating
in the gearbox or back end of the tractor,
or maybe a strange noise. If the machine
is under warranty the problem needs
investigating as soon as possible, while the
warranty is valid. Remember that warranties
expire by usage as well as date, and go
over either makes it invalid. Working solely
on the date of expiry is not sufficient.
That’s why we suggest having a
prominent sticker in the cab showing the
expiry terms of the warranty.
For the past three years the 60
year tradition of the Oxford Farming
Conference (OFC) has been challenged
by an alternative event - the Oxford Real
Farming (ORFC) Conference, held on the
same days and based in nearby Magdalen
College. The senior event has, of course,
developed a well earned reputation for
looking with some accuracy at the future
at global and national issues, and over the
two days provides a platform for ministers
and government opposition speakers to join
established experts in providing informed
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and knowledgeable opinions.
Over time the Oxford Farming Conference
has moved from being an event for farmers
to one for the industry, and there are as
many delegates from the farm supply trade
and official bodies as there are from farms.
A good many delegates would be unable
to operate a modern tractor, harvester or
milking plant, and the everyday dress for
the majority would be a suit, and not of the
boiler variety.
Despite the prominence of agribusiness,
Oxford Farming Conferences have been
designed to provide a balance of opinion,
and the organisers have given a platform
for ecologists, animal rights campaigners
and others. But the overall direction of the
conference is generally one of applauding
size and science, including GM.
It would be easy to say that the upstart
conference is more sandals and beards
in comparison with the brogues and silk
ties of the established event, that the new
event has an agenda and ethos which is
opposed to agribusiness and large scale
farming. Many of the well known eco
campaigners are involved in the new Oxford
Conference - Graham Harvey is a script
writer and previous agricultural advisor to
the BBC Archer’s programme (and author
of many books), and he was speaking on
issues such as the need for better grassland
farming, soil and health. Peter Melchett is
policy director of the Soil Association, a
former Labour government minister, Director
of Greenpeace and also an organic farmer
with 360ha with pigs, beef and arable.
Comparing the events is fascinating, not
least because all farmers are well aware
of the divisions between them. For OFC
the future is a mixture of science and
technology, the desire to grasp commercial
opportunities and build bigger and more
profitable farm businesses. Down the road
at Magdalen the Real Farmers were being
inspired by people such as Tony Juniper
- sustainability and environmental advisor,
Julia Wright - deputy director of the Centre
for Agroecology at Coventry University.
Some speakers, like Peter Lundgren from
Lincs, have a direct farming background,
but Rona Amiss, a new entrant to farming
on a Devon CC smallholding was the
exception and star of the show. She,
among all the great and good from
organisations across the UK, is getting
her hands dirty rearing ducks and geese,
beef cattle, sheep and goats, and selling
them directly to the public. Young, bright,
determined, her mission is to succeed
with a business that’s independent of
grant funding from government or other
bodies. Their business plan is economically
sustainable, relying entirely on the sale of
produce and not the completion of forms,
the successful application for bursaries of
one kind or another.
What a pity it is that the farming
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debate has become so polarised to have
competing events in the same location at
the same time, creating greater division
and underlining the incompatibility of both
sides. With the two events running side by
side there is increasingly less chance for
agreement, and the result is that farmers
will be forced to position themselves. Yet it
is the middle road that’s undoubtedly the
one which farming really needs to take. And
while both camps work hard at developing
policy, with the outpouring of bold
statements, there’s a crying need for some
practical ideas as well, such as those put
forward by the inspirational Rona Amiss.
Recent headlines concerning
government waste have included the money
spent on the farm sector through fines from
the European Commission on the Rural
Payments Agency for the delays and
inefficiency in its operation. Coupled with
huge over-budget computer systems, the
RPA is placed at sixth highest waster in a
major survey undertaken by The Times.
In the past two years an amazing £31
billion of taxpayers money has been wasted
according to The Times research which
analysed more than 70 reports from the
National Audit Office NAO. The waste is
twice the extra cuts (of £15bn) announced
by the Chancellor, and 35% of the cuts
needed in this parliament. While £6bn has
been wasted in delayed or defective defence
projects, and £10bn in uncollected income
tax, billions more are being overspent on
inefficient or abandoned computer systems,
transport and capital projects.
Farming, through the Rural Payments
Agency, with the failure of the £350m
computer system designed to manage
subsidies, resulting in £628 million in
‘unforseen’ costs to the taxpayer, comes in
for heavy criticism, as this total includes a
staggering £175 million in fines imposed by
the European Commission for inefficiences
in distributing subsidies to farmers in
2007/08/09. Correcting earlier mistakes has
cost £119m. By 2009 the admin costs of
the SFP were £305m more than budgeted,
and the NAO remains concerned that the
Agency has yet to get its act in order.
While the blame rests with the
government department, the mud flies
wider. Questions are asked about the need
and effect of rural subsidies in the UK and
Europe, and how this spending squares
with the currency crisis.
Whatever the rights and wrongs of policy,
it seems reasonable to suggest that farmers
will be happy with less focus on the Rural
Payment Agency and its inefficiencies.
Worldwide, BMW are pulling in
235,000 Minis (30,000 in the UK) to fix a fault
in the electric water pump which could lead
to a fire. How extraordinary to wait for so
long before reacting. Some years ago there

was a question over the Mini power steering
pump which was prone to overheating. Cars
caught fire, but the company avoided a
recall.
The need for recalls is greater now than
in past years, when product quality was more
variable. Long gone are the days when you
bought a Friday car or a ‘good ‘un’ made
on a Wednesday. Today vehicles are largely
made by machines. So if one has a pump
which can overheat, there’s a good chance
that every owner has the potential of experiencing the problem. It applies to tractors and
other machinery.
How extraordinary that a company as
savvy as BMW should not react quicker.
Dealers can often do more for their
customers, and get tough with their supply
companies when things go wrong. All too
often they seem to get protective of their
franchises, and try blaming the farmer,
saying they have never seen the fault before,
offering some 50% fix for the problem.
‘Anonymous’ posted this comment
on the failure of small family farms and their
contractors.
He says the loss of small farms is a
sad situation for the traditional agricultural
contractor, who does regular recurring work
for small farms, and provides seasonal work
for the sons, and daughters, of the small
farm, who bring with them skills which can
only come from living and working on a
small farm. It was a win win situation.
He says the traditional contractor is being
supplanted by the large well machanised
farmer who takes on outside work to spread
the financial burden of his equipment. These
large farmers put the small agricultural
contractor's role into the last century. With a
large Single Farm Payment, plenty of acres
and men, this new breed of contractor can
take or leave the job as it is all additional
to the farming business, and not essential.
His farm covers the risk of buying large
equipment, his SFP is guaranteed and he is
not reliant on the customer. His price cutting
can be brutal.
Anon says it’s a sad state of affairs, and
he thinks that the Single Farm Payment has
done damage to the farming community.
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SELF PROPELLED HEDGE TRIMMER IS BUILT ON AN OLD FORAGER
In use for the past 12 years, this machine has transformed the job
maintaining the hedges on a 1,100 acres Worcestershire farm.
After a few days using a rear mounted trimmer on a tractor
Matthew Stone was ready to spend time making something
which was much easier to drive. He mounted a Spearhead
hedge trimmer on a worn out John Deere self propelled
harvester.
The conventional tractor mounted hedge trimmer needs a
flexible operator who has no difficulty in looking over either
shoulder while working the controls of both the tractor and
the cutter itself. Whether brand new or second hand, every
hedge cutter still has the operator looking backwards as he
works, and many people find it a physical strain.

With the millions of miles of hedges in the UK, there’s a
clear place for a trimmer that is easier to operate, yet this is
the first machine of it’s kind we have encountered in the 20
years we have been publishing Practical Farm ideas magazine.
It is easier to drive with a one-lever hydrostatic transmission
which allows the engine to rev at a constant speed while the
vehicle speed and direction is changed with one hand. These
features create a machine with a better work rate compared to
a regular tractor. Savings in fuel, working hours and, on the
highway, traffic hold-ups are all positive features. Add to
this driver comfort, and the ability to put in longer hours while
feeling comfortable are a further benefits. When the machine is
based on a low cost (approx £4k) machine which doomed to
be broken up for scrap, the attractions are even greater.

Top: look forward to work and
simple to control, the machine is
easy to manoeuvre at constant
revs. Right: Matthew’s son John
with his hand on the Spearhead’s
joystick control. The red lever by
the steering wheel controls both
direction and speed in the 4 x 2
gearbox. Far right: transport
width has the machine tucked
nicely in the width, while the
view from the cab is more than
adequate
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The machine is one which will attract favourable comments
from all who spend time on standard trimmers, and is very
likely to be the inspiration for other similar machines across
the UK and Ireland, and further afield. The problems of the
conventional machine are:
s NECK AND SHOULDER STRAIN FROM TURNING AND LOOKING OUT THE
back window
s LOWER BACK PAIN FROM CONSTANTLY TWISTING IN A SEAT DESIGNED
to be comfortable facing directly forward
s CONSTANT CLUTCH DIPPING BRINGING THE TRACTOR A HALT
changing forward gears and moving from forward to reverse
s USING BOTH HANDS WHEN CHANGING GEAR AND STEERING SO
leaving the flail arm in the same position
s THE STEERING GEOMETRY OF THE TRACTOR AND REAR MOUNTED ARM
- it moves out as the tractor turns in

addition he strengthened the frame of the machine, and also
replaced the original diesel tank which was under the cab floor
with a combine tank fitted on top, so providing easy room to
work on the drive mechanism.

This change of use of a 1976 150HP John Deere forage
harvester helps solve all these operating problems. The
machine has been used as a hedge trimmer with no problems,
and has made it a far more pleasant job, as well as achieving
more in each hour spent on the machine.
The project involved some major alterations to the forager,
and also the hedge trimmer itself, but few which would cause
an experienced farm engineer many difficulties.

Fitting the PTO
The mechanical PTO drive uses the triple belt pulley that used to
drive the forager’s chopping cylinder. Matthew built a cross shaft
with a 90 degree box to drive a PTO shaft fitted to the front of
the machine, driven by a slave pulley. The pulley still uses triple
belts, and he fitted a tensioning pulley on the back of the belts
which is tightened with a hydraulic ram. The pulley puts the
PTO in and out of gear, allowing the engine to be started with no
load. The drive from slave pulley to the 90 degree box has a flexi
joint to take up any misalignment or vibration. He set the PTO
up to turn at 540 as he was planning to use a 540 scrub cutter on
the front in place of the hedge trimmer.
“Taking the power down one shaft to a pulley, through
triple vee belts to a second cross shaft and a bevel gear may
not be very pretty in engineering terms, but using the existing
shaft and pulley saved expense. It also allowed the PTO to be
easily positioned under the transmission and meant there was
no need to alter the existing gearbox, and it all works without
a problem,” says Matthew

Adapting the John Deere harvester
The machine needed two main changes
1. a mechanically driven clockwise turning PTO in the centre
front of the John Deere and
2. a 3-pt mounting system for the hedge cutter itself. In

Adding a 3-pt linkage
The front 3-pt linkage is built on a new frame he made to go
across the front of the machine. There are a pair of lift rams,
a top link clevis and stabiliser bars, so the hedge trimmer is
mounted in exactly the same way as it might be on the rear of

Top left: the arm can be rotated through 180
degrees using a ram at the base of the main
square box section mounting pillar which is
located to the frame with two substantial clevis
pins. Top right: the engine runs cool as the
rad is large and the work load light. Could do
with an electric or viscous fan, or a smaller rad
in front of the existing continuously driven one.
Right: despite its age the Deere harvester
has been reliable. Main problem was with the
hydrostatic drive pump which packed up - and
replaced by one from a Massey forager, which
was luckily identical. Far right: the triple
drive belt is behind the cover.
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